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The growing “leadership black hole” in the Lebanese society puts us at a crossroad to seek fresh solutions for sustained prosperity for all 
Lebanese regardless of their region, sect or gender. Concurrently, the persistence of environmental degradation and social misapprehension 
makes it more critical for us to build a better generation of Lebanese leaders, entrepreneurs, and innovators.

Achieving this vision requires our collaborative commitments to inspire creativity, facilitate inclusive growth, share knowledge, reward  risk-taking, 
protect the climate, eliminate corruption, humanize innovations, and love our neighbors as we love ourselves.

LEBANON 2020 – The National Summit offered members the unique opportunity to draft inimitable resolutions that can become the catalysts for 
future reform, the gates of hope to create mutual trust, and the axes of innovations to help future generations prosper.

With an impressive collection of 100 renowned members, the first-ever “Lebanese Davos with a Soul”,  LEBANON 2020 empowered 
participants to freely connect to over 14 interactive sessions and to share their ideas for building an open, creative and prosperous Lebanon. 
In addition, the perfect Beirut backdrop of the Al Bustan Hotel provided an inspiring atmosphere to celebrate the achievements of three 
innovative Heads of State, and forge strategic relations among all members to explore future initiatives. 

While their wishes and commitments illustrated tangible support, feedback from all the members showcased a great success with unanimous 
agreement on the need for the private and public sector to aspire to fresh approaches for using innovation as the catalyst 
for social harmony, economic competitiveness and environmental leadership.

LEBANON 2020 marked the realization of the first-ever interconnected and interdependent community of Lebanese leaders – a Lebanon where 
no entity has superiority over another except by grand inventions, and national contribution. 

In this spirit, The National Summit set the scene for the shared aspiration to shape the future state of economic, social and environmental 
innovations of Lebanon. 

Commending your resolve for a better Lebanon, 

Sincerely,

Sam Hamdan

FOREWORD
OUR FUTURE. INSPIRED BY OUR PEOPLE.
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FOREWORD

Ya Shabeb w Ya Banet w Ya Dreamers w Ya Builders of Lebanon…….
 
“SITT” Anissa Najjar told me: 

YOU CAME OUT OF THE DARKNESS AND GAVE ME NEW HOPE……………. 

and many others mentioned the “dream” of those 3 magical days at Al Bustan but they all asked :WHAT IS NEXT?? 
WE WANT TO ACT, HOW????, some already started, like Jamil Mahuad who already initiated together with Maxime Chaya 
the Lebanese version of “Abraham Path”: “Massar Ibrahim”, and they are already at an advanced stage 
with this peace-tourism-spiritual initiative………………….
 
WHAT IS NEXT????

I suggest that we all read and re-read the report prepared by the great team of Lebanon 2020, and then each one of us will feel naturally 
attracted to one or more of the resolutions born out of the summit and will either join or form the group that would take forward 
the chosen initiative. So take your time and read, and once we gather your different comments we will come back to you within the next 
15 days with a concrete suggestion of “WHAT’S NEXT???? AND HOW TO ACT”.
 
Thank you from the heart for being part of my new family 
(words “stolen” from Faysal El Khalil).
 
With all my loyalty.
 
Fadi Nahas

LEBANON 2020: FROM DREAM TO FIELD ACTION
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THE ROAD AHEAD: FROM WISHES TO RESOLUTIONS 
The resolutions of The National Summit reveal the wishes of the 100 of the most  innovative 
Lebanese people to develop an open, creative and prosperous LEBANON 2020. The 
 release of the resolutions will trigger the creation of the call to action on February 5, 
2010 that empowers members to organize for effectiveness, and lead specific initiatives 
to navigate Lebanon’s future.

Following is a list of such resolutions, which were analyzed and crafted by GLT, by 
 infusing GLT’s future visions for Lebanon, with the wishes of all members, who pledged 
their  commitment to influence the future competitiveness for Lebanon, as part of the 
 Oumniyati program during the several proceedings at The National Summit.

1. Establish a tourism initiative vowing to make a U-turning point in the marketing 
and promotion of Lebanon with the goal to attract 12 million tourists by 2020.

2. Create a multi-channel media outlet, whose vision is non-political, focusing 
 primarily on promoting the creation of a healthy, open and creative economy.

3. Position Beirut as one of the world’s Future Capitals of Innovation – economically, 
socially and environmentally. GLT will work with the new government to host the 
Future Capitals World Summit, and the World Summit on Innovation, bringing 
together more than 70 global delegations to Lebanon by 2012.

4. Architect the blueprint of Lebanon’s first Creative Leadership Institute – with a  focus 
on integrating creative entrepreneurship, modern media, design,  publishing and 
culture.

5. Support the development of a non-partisan youth initiative that is focused on 
 environmental education, sports and interfaith dialogue between Muslim and 
Christian communities. 

6. Initiate a campaign with mass media and local municipalities, for a forest 
 protection program to be paid for, by a new public/private sector green fund.

7. Craft a feasibility study for developing the Beirut International Financial Center. 
The aim is to awaken the financial innovation soul of the capital, and to attract 
and retain the most powerful institutional investors, banks, individuals, regulators 
and many more.

8. Develop a communication campaign to attract multinationals to establish offshore 
presence in Lebanon, and recruit Lebanese expatriates.

9. Modify the education curriculum to reflect many structural changes – to include:

a. Teaching religion, arts, music, love, tolerance, health, media, 
design  thinking, and sports in schools as mandatory courses.

b. Facilitating cross sectarian cultural exposure.

c. Limiting the number of students in each classroom – a diverse mix 
of 20 students.

d. Providing well-paid teachers, who are role models, with their own  
success stories.

e. Raising civil awareness among students for them to become the future 
voices of the nation, and good corporate citizens throughout their lives.

f. Setting standards and stars like the hospitality industry.

g. Applying ISO standards to schools.

h. Integrating modern media and Internet – to include e-learning 
and  simulations.

i. Offering free Internet access to all students everywhere.

10. Establish “Ecole de Danse des Cedres.”
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11. Implement an online governance portal that:

a. Highlights reforms, anticorruption, and complaints about bottlenecks.

b. Suggest ideas for changes for ministries and parliamentarians.

c. Lobby for civil society participation in the next municipality elections.

12. Form lobbying body to interface with the new government to influence 
the future of Lebanon through specific policy acts and regulations.

a. Implement structural reforms, (state vs. confessions), legal measures 
to ensure separation of powers, the independence and accountability 
of media.

b. Put into operation a customized version of the UN convention 
on anticorruption. 

c. Improve and implement the Boutros Commission proposal for 
legislative reform. 

d. Reform the municipal law of the parliamentary election law 
according to international names including the proportional system 
pre-printed ballots.

e. Put urban planning at the core of economic development, inspiring 
the private sector to partner with the government for better communities.    

13. Develop a national educational campaign to communicate the ethical goals 
for water, climate change, electricity, and employment for all citizens. 

14. Create the Bio-Ecosystem Olympics for Youth.   

15. Provide public/private community societal spaces to inspire people to open 
the door for critical thinking, to collaborate positivity, and be inventive. 

16. Develop a national award program to celebrate the achievements of the 
 entrepreneurs and their great projects that embellish the national image.

17. Define and implement an innovation stimulus fund by the government to encourage 
venture capitalists to fund new ideas, whereby venture capitalists get an additional 
50% return on their investment – derived from the government’s returns of the fund.  

 
18. Plan and produce several 2020 roundtables to drill into specific initiatives 

and solutions around the individual themes of LEBANON 2020 – to include 
hydrogen pilots, renewable energy stations, transportation infrastructure, 
healthcare  coverage, innovation and education. 

19. Create a Kiva-like micro-entrepreneurship structure, extending credit line 
to $25,000.  

20. Reform immigration policies and laws to attract, pay for and retain national 
and global inventors to point the way to better products and solutions – invented 
in Lebanon. 

THE ROAD AHEAD: FROM WISHES TO RESOLUTIONS 
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SOCIAL  INNOVATION

TARJA HALONEN
President

Republic of Finland

“We have to try to find things 
that unite us – and not things 

that divide us - if we want to be midwives 
of the future and not guardians 

of the past.”

NATURAL INNOVATION

JAMES MICHEL
President

Republic of Seychelles

“There is no greater celebration 
of life than creativity”

ECONOMIC INNOVATION

PAUL KAGAME
President

Republic of Rwanda

“Innovation, creativity  
and hard work are essential 

for sustainable socio-economic 
transformation”

M O S T  I N N O V A T I V E  P E O P L E  A W A R D S
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MOST INNOVATIVE PEOPLE AWARDS

Launched in partnership with the United Nations in 2006 at the World Summit on Innovation &  Entrepreneurship in Dubai, the Most Innovative People 
Awards are bestowed to the world’s top luminaries.  The awards at LEBANON 2020 shined their attention to three of the world’s most innovative leaders, 
James Michel, Tarja Halonen, and Paul Kagame, whose efforts and commitment have yielded tremendous results for their respective countries.

The winners each year are honored for their: Innovation Foresight: Visualizing the ‘big idea’ that transforms inventions into innovations, ideas into reality, 
and goals into successful projects; Courage: Inspiring a track record of upholding the ideals of innovation – confidence, compassion, humility, honesty, 
integrity, and diligence to honor endless obligations; Benevolence: Causing an indelible effect by imparting a sense of significance, community, and loftier 
meaning.; Connected Leadership: Imparting real leadership to build a future generation of leaders, successful business models, and agents of change 
worldwide; Execution Intelligence: Enabling changes across all parts of the public/private sector by synergizing execution strategies with superior qualities.

Some of the past luminaries have included: H.H. Dr. Sheikh Ahmed bin Saif Al-Nahayan, Chairman of Etihad Airlines for Business Innovation; 
Dr.  Hector de J. Ruiz, Executive Chairman of AMD for Improving Lives; Professor Stephen Hawking, Theoretical Physicist for Science Innovation for Peace; 
T.H. Leopoldo López Mendoza, Mayor of Chacao, Venezuela for Resiliency; Mr. Emilio Ambasz, Global Award Winning Architect and Industrial Designer 
for  Architecture Innovation; Mr. William (Bill) H. Gates, Chairman, Microsoft Corporation, for Technology Innovation; T.H. Edi Rama Mayor of Tirana, 
Albania, for  Transforming Cities.

The Most Innovative People Award on Natural Innovation recognized James Michel, the President of the Republic of Seychelles, for his ambitious 
 countrywide revitalization projects that helped strengthen cooperation and innovation between his country’s people. Michel is the visionary leader behind 
Seychelles’ recent policy changes. His current work caps a lifetime of commitment to civil rights, climate change and environmental innovation; beginning 
his career as a teacher, and later entering into politics in 1976, before the Republic of Seychelles achieved its independence from Britain. President Michel 
believes that social, political, environmental, and economic innovation is possible only with the help of the people, and innovation is important for a coun-
try’s survival, especially in this new era of globalization.

The Most Innovative People Award on Economic Innovation was given to Paul Kagame, President of the Republic of Rwanda. The President was 
 recognized for his reforms on transforming one of the most troubled nations in Africa into a transparent economy, renowned for its governance structure, 
 entrepreneurial diversification and fast technological modernization.

The Most Innovative People Award on Social Innovation was given to Tarja Halonen, Finland’s first female president. The award recognized the President 
as a champion for her country’s social and health innovation.  A champion for her country’s national well-being – she chronicled her country’s process of 
social mobilization by advancing the social welfare, education, security, confidence, and governance.
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On November 18, 2009, some one hundred preselected business CEOs, architects, 
 innovators, cultural icons and entrepreneurs gathered in Beit Meri at the first-ever 

 LEBANON 2020 – The National Summit. Collectively, they represented the moral will of 
the next generation of leaders who will be driving the next round of economic growth and 
creativity across all parts of our society.

Held in partnership with Act for Lebanon, LEBANON 2020 was created and produced 
by Global Leadership Team (GLT), a Lebanese owned, innovation management firm with 
a network of relationships in major media, cultural, business and knowledge capitals 
throughout the world.

The theme, “Our Future. Inspired by Our People,” was chosen by GLT on the premise 
that the answers to the challenges facing the Lebanese people are within their reach. The 
agenda’s main topics of economic, social and environmental innovation were discussed 
during an unprecedented three days.

Titles ranged, but at the summit, it was made clear by Co-Founders of LEBANON 2020, 
GLT Chair and Chief Strategist, Sam Hamdan, and the President of Act for Lebanon, Fadi 
Nahas, that The National Summit is a gathering of peers. Formalities were discouraged 
and members were called by their first names. There were no experts dominating the 
proceedings, no agenda for advancing a single point of view.

The topic of discourse and the creative representation of different ideas produced a 
 specific and distinctive quality of a “common goal.” The integrative sharing of valuable 
ideas based upon principled reverence for Lebanon and its people, led to the conference’s  

primary goal-getting to “Yes We Will.” The interactive nature of deliberation helped 
members of The National Summit legitimize the other side’s positions, ideas, and values. 
This form of active and personal level organization identified Lebanon’s immediate needs 
by breaking-off from the old and into the new creative age of grassroot-top mobilization.

Constructed around 13 topical sessions on: Love and Laughter, the New Green  Revolution, 
De-leveraging Banking, Education and Leadership, National Governance, Health and 
Happiness, Tourism, Women Empowerment, Creative Economy, Media, and Greening 
Gray; each session began with a brief presentation made by one of five students from 
local universities of the American University of Beirut, Université Saint-Joseph, and Notre 
Dame. Moderators started by asking questions, which were followed by an hour and 
forty-five minute long discussion and debate.

The Summit’s members succeeded at combining their knowledge, and experience, in an 
effort to advance feasible solutions through activities like that of the Oumniyati (Wish) 
ballots. Fifteen minutes were set-aside at the end of each session for members to record 
their aspirations and put forward ideas for reform on the particular area, or sector they 
introduced during discussion. The idea of the Oumniyati ballots was to reinvigorate 
 engagement, and establish a meaningful “wish list” that would be transformed into a 
call to action toward forging a movement that will contribute to improved conditions in 
various, yet specific areas.

This report is intended to inform as well as allow members to experience what transpired 
at LEBANON 2020 – The National Summit through summaries of the sessions, relevant 
details, photos from the summit, and important announcements of what’s to come.

SUMMARY
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OPENING ADDRESS & PLENARY SESSION

When a civil war torn country like Lebanon embarks on a path for environmental, 
economic and social innovation, the need for action is well founded. Implementing 

and developing a movement to address these needs is much more difficult. This became 
increasingly evident to the founding masterminds of this summit; Sam Hamdan and Fadi 
Nahas, and with this in mind, LEBANON 2020 – The National Summit was born.

In capturing the spirit of Lebanon, and in introducing the summit’s theme, “Our Future. 
Inspired by our People,” a variety of events were planned. Written and directed by 
GLT’s Youth Evangelist, Nibal Hamdan, and produced in partnership with New TV, the 
 summit’s opening film, “A Cry for 2020,” was masterfully narrated in Arabic by a group 
of  Lebanese children.

The film called upon the endless creativity and compassion of Gibran Khalil Gibran and 
Hassan Kamel Sabah to inspire Lebanese people to be proactive, replacing slogans with 
science, conformity with liberty, bullets with patents, and ultimately overcoming the lasting 
social effects of the atrocities of war and violence.

In conjunction with the conference’s promotions, Lebanon’s significant recent history was 
extensively narrated at the time when Lebanon was faced with a destructive civil war - 
in order to highlight the challenges that lie ahead. The film’s images – babies sobbing 
 helplessly amid the ruins of their homes, displaced, and disintegrated from their families, 
and citizens fleeing their homeland amid economic ruins - were some of the images that 
set the tone of the conference on the first day.

The scope of the metaphor was felt with extension across the summit’s diverse cadre. It 
suggested that the past is part of the present and a blueprint for correcting the future, and 
there is no painless way of developing a healthy society. This message became  evident 
throughout the conference’s diverse membership which included the President of the 
 Senate of Rwanda, Vincent Biruta, the Singaporean President of the Society of  Financial 

Services, Leong Sze Hian; the President and Founder of the Biopolitics  International 
 Organization Agni Vlavianos-Arvantis, Associate Director of South African Design Lab, 
Makeka, Holger Deppe, and Turkish historian Mehmet Gök.

The conference was proud to showcase a veritable group of entrepreneurs,  professionals 
and a membership diversity which allowed LEBANON 2020 to tackle issues with a 
strong sense of credibility and efficacy. The professional membership diversity positively 
 influenced the conference morale, which allowed Sam Hamdan to tap into this  intellectual 
capital and guide it successfully toward a tangible product – positive change. To this  effect, 
the situation when a diverse group of leaders gather to share ideas and propose solutions 
is rather chaotic. All the major personalities with their outstanding  accomplishment and 
commendable histories are constrained by their personal interests. The National  Summit 
was not such a case. The powerful and touching images set a serious 
tone, humbling the crowd. At the apex of the event, four young girls, 
and one boy, each under the age of five-years-old dressed in 
Lebanese ethnic costume marched into the ballroom.

Tania Tavoukjian, GLT Managing Director, iterated that 
these children are Lebanon’s building block of civic 
life and agents of future innovation, as well as 
a source of  inspiration for LEBANON 2020. 
Media outlets, such as  Future TV, and MTV 
Lebanon, were there to film the official 
opening. Tavoukjian, addressing 
the  participants in her speech said, 
 “Everyone that has gathered at this 
summit is the living breathing  evidence 
that the Lebanese can make an 
 impact on not only Lebanon, but the 
world. To  create such dialogue, one 
that knows no boundaries, and to 
break  stereotypes with such  relentless 
 ambition is only made possible 
through your participation.”
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OPENING ADDRESS & PLENARY SESSION

 making decisions from an international menu of choices that impacts our livability, our 
health, our environment, and our policy. Our identity is being obliterated before our eyes, 
to mimic those habits and values of the west and east. This is not the Lebanon I aspire to!”

To address this leadership black hole, Hamdan stressed that LEBANON 2020 is a nation 
that taps into the knowledge and experiences of its citizens and the Lebanese Diaspora. 
“When was the last time any of our former governments tapped into the negotiation 
knowledge of people like Jamil Mahuad; the scientific capacity of people we lost like 
Rammal Rammal; the remarkable leadership of people like Carlos Ghosn? The time is 
now for the new government to radically engage its citizens, and collaborate with our 
Diaspora for the benefit of our collective humanity,” he said.

In this regard, Hamdan stressed that LEBANON 2020 is a positive Lebanon, across all 
levels of its society. “We have spent the last 50 years listening to what’s wrong with one 
another, but our future must focus on what’s right. We spent the last 50 years denying 
international interferences in our own affairs, yet our future is inspiring us to apply the 
collective capacities of our people living in China, Africa, America, Iran, Syria, Qatar, 
Saudi Arabia, and many other places in the world.”

Yet another way in which we must be oriented toward a brighter future is by producing 
educated cohorts and by visualizing a common goal. With this axiom in mind, Hamdan 
concluded his plenary remarks by asking all members to imagine the possible futures, 
to experience the improbable tomorrow, and let those futures inspire our present; rather 
than following the traditional status quo approaches of strategic thinking by focusing on 
current issues to influence our tomorrow. “Love heals. Imagine having a cup of coffee with 
a fellow Lebanese in the proud neighborhoods of Dahieh; or having lunch at the seaside 
in Batroun. We live in the same country. We breathe the same air. And we care about our 
own children the same way. Let’s act like it.”

In closing, Tavoukjian introduced Fadi Nahas, who creatively expressed the need for 
a broad coalition of like-minded people to bring about lasting change. In his speech, 
“Better Dream than Dull,” Nahas iterated that the goal in orchestrating the Summit was 
to direct Lebanon into a more modern age of understanding of personal efficacy, which 
he defined as citizen involvement in the social, economic, cultural, and political system; 
in particular, regarding the vast wealth of creative knowledge that can be shared for the 
common good of all Lebanese.

Elevating his message to higher grounds, Nahas alerted the members of LEBANON 2020 
to lead by example and shape the role of personal efficacy of citizenry in Lebanon’s 
 social, economic, and environmental innovation. He asked members to collaborate and 
take advantage of Lebanon’s rich history to inspire us to unite and effectively  communicate 
the core values of our heritage to the outside world. He concluded by saying, “we are like 
the musical notes, so different, but together we can compose a melody.”

Following Nahas, Hamdan moderating the keynote plenary, “The Innovation  Theatre: 
Postcards from the Future,” wasted no time transporting himself to 2020, tearing down 
some of the economic, environmental and social barriers and borders that have plagued 
Lebanon since its civil war, stirring emotions to a boiling high. Such was the  controversial 
opening statement of Hamdan, who with his unquestionable passion commenced his 
 address by sharing his vision for LEBANON 2020 that is rooted on social equity, 
 collaborative innovation, and a sacred Lebanese identity.

“We are becoming a convergent society of egotistic men led by few families... We don’t 
even ask directions from our own people. On the contrary, we are being forced into 
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OPENING ADDRESS & PLENARY SESSION
Following his remarks, the plenary session speakers, the Former Ambassador of Ecuador 
for the US & Former Minister of Trade of Ecuador, Ivonne Abdelbaki; President of the 
 Nature Conservation Center for Sustainable Futures at the American University of Beirut 
(IBSAR), Salma Talhouk; President of the Beirut Marathon, May El Khalil; CEO of DIFC 
Centre of Excellence, Faten Hani; President of the Consultative Center for Studies and 
 Documentation, Abdul Halim Fadlallah; Singaporean President of the Society of  Financial 
Services, Leong Sze Hian, and IMF’s Resident Representative, Eric Mottu, all found 
 themselves getting caught in addressing some of the most pressing current issues, while 
sending “postcards” back to the audience describing their vision of the future.

Survey questionnaires are known to serve as both creative teasers, and expand  current 
repertoires of conceptual solutions. Hamdan presented the members with qualitative 
-multiple choice questions on hot-button issues that invariably triggered intense debate. 
For example, in one of the surveys administered by Hamdan, 13.3 percent of participants 
voted that the public debt would continue to outpace the economic growth of the country, 
exceeding $100 billion by 2020; while another 13.3 percent of the participants voted 
that Lebanese water resources would trigger the next big war in Lebanon with Israel.

This participant interaction model created by Hamdan produced a chain reaction of 
 valuable input. For example, Mottu – while positively commenting on the Lebanese 
 banking sector’s swift and appropriate actions, encouraging more remittances and 
 deposits - stressed the need to implement sustainable reform measures that will include 
fiscal  adjustments, and related structural measures and privatization initiatives to reduce 
the large public debt, and grow the economy.

Additionally, Sze Hian, referencing the Singaporean experience, shared his perspective 
that Lebanon’s debt to GDP is not in itself a problem, as long as the economy is able 
to grow faster, relative to other nations. The more relevant question is, “what must the 
 government do to realize real and sustainable growth across key sectors of the economy?”

Fadlallah challenged the point of debt accumulation or reduction relative to GDP without a 
rigorous national governance process that is both transparent, and equitable,  supported 
by an honest agenda for reform to realize an environment of economic and social growth 
for all Lebanese, regardless of religion or class. He then explained how solo decisions 
made by the former government have left behind some sectors, such as agriculture and 
telecommunication, in financial dismay or almost complete control by foreign actors at 
the expense of the Lebanese society, the sustainability of the country’s resources, and 
Lebanon’s competitiveness.

Commenting on economic growth, Abdelbaki stressed the importance of open trade as 
the catalyst for growth, and the need for Lebanon’s preparedness to avoid challenges 
by employing innovative policies, and using new technologies. She added that in 2020, 
information is not power. Everyone has access to it. But the secret is to know how to apply 
it by the Lebanon’s public/private sector as well as its society.
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OPENING ADDRESS & PLENARY SESSION

On her part, Talhouk stressed that LEBANON 2020 must do a better job of preserving the 
environmental ecosystem and its biodiversity, across all its regions, arguing though that 
some of the Lebanese scientists and environmental practitioners have done an  excellent 
job coping with the social, financial and political constraints facing their nation. She 
stressed, however, that the future needs to craft policies, and provide financial support to 
advance key projects.

Hani showed a unique perspective on entrepreneurial empowerment as the catalyst for 
sustainable competitiveness. She argued that when people feel empowered, they  create 
economic greatness. Capital enables economic goods – public and private – to be 
 provided uniformly to the citizenry and this is best done through formal interactions of 
different interests, public, political, and economic alike. 

She said, “it is through this form of structural relations that the new government, the  private 
sector and civil society will collaborate to provide the financial, education and leadership 
platform for training and producing the next generation of Lebanese  entrepreneurs and 
innovators who can get Lebanon out of its unemployment challenges.”

El Khalil emphasized the importance of education, explaining that without skills, growth 
simply is not possible. In particular, she added that sports education, local, regional and 
multinational competition events must play a greater role in shaping LEBANON 2020 
due to its essential role on developing a healthy middle class, the drivers of a healthy 
economy.

To assess the distribution of ideas and the diversity of the membership, the various 
 perspectives of the speakers and their interactions with members, LEBANON 2020 made 
for a rich discussion exploring some of the secrets for Lebanon setting the scene for more 
detailed analysis in the afternoon breakout sessions. Sze Hian said, “the first  session 
impressed and confused people.” Fadila Fattal, Founder of Fadila Fattal Cultural Salon, 
added, “much to live up to, leaving  participants hungry for more engaging, intriguing 
and colorful discussions.” 
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On Love and Laughter: 4.5 million reasons to Live (I Love You)

The Love dark studio was creatively designed to set the scene for an intimate and 
 free-flow discussion. To that effect, GLT transformed the barren room into a  candle-lit, 

 comfortable setting for a calm and inspiring discussion. Plush velvet pillows were 
thrown over a crimson red carpet and candles were peppered throughout the room, 
some  elevated, some in the middle of the circle, where the group spent nearly two hours 
 discussing respect, inner peace, trust, values and how a change in attitude can change 
society. 

“Laughter is the best medicine”; “Le rire est le meilleur remède” – a saying which has 
been translated into every language, and has been reworded to contribute to a better 
 understanding of the power behind this old and true adage.

“Love is the mirror of 
our inner beauty, which 
is represented by body 

 language. The act of 
 hugging a person is 

 exposing all the weakest 
points in his/her body 

to the other person. 
By opening our arms wide, 

we invite trust.”

Annette Khoury

When impelled by laughter the result upon human society is astounding. Laughter  diffuses 
across national, cultural, racial and religious boundaries and even though we laugh 
 differently, the characteristic of laughter has one outcome – a brighter and happier face. 
Throughout centuries, the concept of laughter has undergone multiple transformations. 
Laughter has been used in a form of satire by Kings and court jesters hired to entertain 
royalty. But there is a difference between satiric laughter and sweet, genuine laughter 
that touches one’s soul. A genial and sympathetic laughter can sometimes heal a deep 
wound. The sweet and sympathetic laughter and comedic laughter mix, and for this 
reason  comedians remain as some of the most sought-after actors in Hollywood. If not 
to ignore the scientific studies on laughter, we now know that sometimes a cure for most 
ailments is simply, joie-de-vivre.

In this session, Vice President of Lotus Collection and Founder of ASASY, moderator 
 Annette Khoury, aware of the effects of laughter in the human soul, lightens up by 
 explaining that laughter, a contagious energy that can be shared, will not only enhance 
people’s  well-being, it can and will heal society.

Khoury explained that an individual does not have to “get the joke,” or hear a story in 
order to laugh, it’s a human phenomenon that exists on its own merit. Compassionate 
laughter is sweet in its truest and simplest form. It transcends human differences and it 
heals indiscriminately.
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In this regard, Khoury raised the prevailing  issues 
of “Love” and Love ones neighbour! A debate 
went around whereas clearly all agreed to say 
that  Lebanon is suffering from “pain” and is less 

 tolerant than it ever was because of the conflicts, the deaths, the losses. Khoury then 
quoted R. Bartlett (ref – the physics of miracles), ’’if you try to avoid a  problem or pretend 
that it is not there, you run the risk of entering into self delusional states. This is not helpful! 
When you show respect for the energy of a the problem, you can gently set it aside…”

All agreed, in order to change you have to understand the problem, But focus on what 
can be done differently, to break down barriers.

Khoury, wasted no time transporting members to 2020, using Quantum physics technics, 
enabling all to foresee the future by raising their joint level of consciousness, to share 
their experiences to identify common threads. 2020 looked like this: be it a remarkable 
student aspiring to be a loving mother of engaged citizens in a peaceful nation; to a 
resilient athlete female leader envisioning a Lebanon with iconic exhibitions and sports 
events, and to pointing the way for Beirut to be the future capital of love. Laughter, birds 
singing in central Beirut, with environment friendly landscapes... were images present in 
all visions… the stories were inspiring, compelling and frank.

These stories, and more, have revealed to all members that true love delivers a perfect 
union between the citizen, family and the state. Love is an intervening notion that brings 
peace, happiness and contentment to society; a positive energy inside of each person that 
should be backed up with four basic requirements for a healthy and harmonious society: 
1) Appreciation; 2) Affiliation; 3) Status; and 4) Role.

Some members argued, however, that the state must play a more active role in 
 creating a loving society, by providing its constituents with the necessary conditions 
for  self-improvement, personal growth and social engagement. It’s in this light that 
the  reciprocal relationship between the citizen and society improves further the  specific 
 quality of the conference. A strong recognition of the creativity that is expressed in 
this country would already alter people’s daily lives, focusing on the positive and not 
the  negatives only. It would provide aspirations. The state needs to build new positive 
 memories, and feed positively their people’s minds with a challenging and positive future.

Love is a selfless and unconditional notion, the love a person gives is much more  important 
from the love that is received. Khoury, said LOVE and HATE are two of the same kind of 
emotion, however, and members agreed, the antonym for love was not hate; but FEAR.

What about “politics and love” are they two of the same? They agreed that they are two 
opposite notions. Khoury said, “politics is based on sectarian hate and a power driven 
action while love is based on an emotion and driven by well-being, how do we let them 
coincide?”

Within each person is a being that has experienced every shade of emotion; some people 
are blessed with resiliency and resourcefulness to move past hurt and exclusions, others 
carry it with them for a lifetime and directly or indirectly pass it on to others in the form 
of resentment, negativity, and in the more severe cases – emotional, verbal and  physical 
violence or abuse. Anger and hate diffuse poison throughout the body, ailing it and 
manifesting it in the form of perpetual decay. The counter to anger is laughter.

Bottom line, members agreed that a happy Lebanese citizen, who is kind and loving 
with a sense of humor, is a citizen who is indispensable to LEBANON 2020. It was also 
 acknowledged that the Lebanese of today still carry their Love for others, their Love for 
Life, their humor within themselves… it is for us to revive it daily!

In the healing of a person’s own heart, it is laughter that will help the mind move forward 
into a more positive direction, leading to faith in the possibility of healing and trusting in 
others to build an open, creative and prosperous nation for all Lebanese.

On Love and Laughter: 4.5 million reasons to Live (I Love You)
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BOARDROOM 

Probing, yet optimistic, moderators of the New Green Revolution, Founder and 
 President of the Biopolitics International Organization, Agni Vlavianos-Arvantis and 

the President of the Nature Conservation Center for Sustainable Futures at the American 
University of Beirut (IBSAR), Salma Talhouk, discussed solutions on building a greener 
 LEBANON 2020, an ecologically aware society centered on the continuity and diversity 
of life for the ecosystem.

In this regard, the New Green Revolution boardroom focused on the role of the 
 transformation of social activism towards environmentalism in a dynamically changing 
society. Moderators shared their perspectives on environmentalism, and how changes in 
personal lifestyles are associated with a healthy environment. Some members, however, 
argued that at the core level there is substantial work that must be done in the venue 
of politics and human affairs across all walks of the Lebanese society. To address these 
 concerns, members debated an educational approach, which investigates and  establishes 
connections among diverse fields such as legislation, economics, technology, esthetics, 
history, and diplomacy. Vlavianos-Arvantis shared an integrated approach for a national 
environmental curriculum – to include e-Learning, new opportunities for employment in 
bioenvironmental protection, and new models of participatory democracy.

Talhouk, while agreeing with the personal dimension, argued that life relies on life to 
sustain itself, and that we must not rely on technology to regenerate it. One question 
Talhouk asked was, “how can we work with nature and with the species already  existing 
today?” Moreover, she focused on an important feature concerning how to sustain a 
green environment, this is achieved by creating “Green Corridors” in urbanized spaces 
such as cities, so that species can migrate through them, coexist and interact with each 
other. This way we could save our complex ecosystem, which will be hard to regenerate 
through technology innovation.

Inspired by the two remarkable perspectives of Talhouk and Vlavianos-Arvantis, 
 members envisioned LEBANON 2020 as a sustainable Lebanon where waste is efficiently 
 managed; when the needless destruction of the cedars and diverse species has ceased; 
when there are many more parks, gardens, and fountains; when new jobs are created to 
 innovatively produce goods and services by using natural resources efficiently; and when 
local  policies encourage communal lifestyles, and end environmental threats to future 

generations. Moderators asked, why must agro-biodiversity (and its stakeholders) be an 
important part of the new government’s agenda? What investments, partnerships and 
technologies will ensure Lebanon’s water and food security?

The answers to those questions were variably expressed by few members who shared 
their concerns with regard to the adverse impact climate change presents to LEBANON 
2020, if the government, the private sector and civil society do not collaborate to manage 
the speed and scale of national wastefulness and work toward creating a healthful future 
for subsequent generations that is contingent upon the nature of Lebanon: its biodiversity 
and ecological integrity.

Vlavianos-Arvantis said, “models of the past are not adequate to help deal with today’s 
challenges.” She argued that the climate crisis has caused early snowfall, hurricanes, 
wildfires, floods that have devastated South East Asia, and the decline of Lebanon’s 
 national symbol, the cedar trees. These hazards will expose livelihoods to hardship, and 
damage agricultural products.

“Economic and environmental
crises force us to revise 
our value system, 
launch a new Renaissance 
and build a Green Society 
of Hope.”

Agni Vlavianos-Arvantis

On the New Green Revolution: Diamonds are not Forever, Our Nature Is!
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So, what will save Lebanon, some members wondered? Appropriate technology? 
Recycling? Eco-consumerism? It was agreed upon that collaboration among  governmental 
entities, the private sector and civil society are essential to developing LEBANON 2020 
into a healthier place to live, visit and work. One of the key ways to do this is to invest in 
partnerships and technologies, making people and consumers the catalyst for change. 
In fact, there was general consensus that sustainability is an opportunity and could be a 
viable “business” to change the future of Lebanon, the region and the world.

At the critical moment, conditions and prospects at developing constructive measures for 
change depend on humanity. Therefore this session produced a focal message: humans 
are an important part of the ecosystem and as such must do their part in preserving 
 biodiversity on earth. This conference will provide a framework on focusing on those 
 factors within the organization of Lebanon’s society. This way, LEBANON 2020 has the 
ability to develop and process the information to those involved in turning action into 
policy. Of course, to do so, is not always easy as one member of the meeting pointed 
out, acknowledging that behavior changes induced by environmental concern must be 
 voluntary and innovative. As one member stated, the threat to biodiversity and the  climate 
is a threat to the soul of Lebanon.

Other members stressed the need for environmentalism and economic consumerism 
to go together, or at least collaborate to find some common and innovative solutions. 
 Environmental forces in Lebanon pushed for higher standards; whereby economic 
forces for faster and profitable standards. But unfortunately, the two forces must  tightly 
 collaborate with the government and the Lebanese society, to devise and implement 
 environmental regulations that can foster environmental, economic and social innovation 
among domestic industries.

Vlavianos-Arvantis then raised an important point about how people should individually 
have a personal Green Vision. She shared a poem, “Neutral Galaxy,” which examines 
the dimension of space. Finally, she asked each one to suggest one recommendation to 
build a Greener LEBANON 2020.

Key points were centered on the personal pledges by members to participate in a  movement 
that can inspire all parts of the Lebanese society, to envision a sustainable environment, 
define the regulations and implement the solutions for a Greener Lebanon to include, 
(1) the funds for environmental research, (2) urban spaces to offset noise  pollution, 
(3) transparent and enforceable laws that penalize polluters and destructors of the 
 environment, (4) knowledgeable people for mayors and officials of the municipal  council, 
(5) regulated and well-managed public transportation environment, that  promotes 
 alternative power, and (6) media as a tool in lobbying the government, the private sector 
and society to do what they committed to.

Vlavianos-Arvantis then summarized the session by stating that defense for life must 
 become a priority in every facet of life. Real change could reduce the chaos and  instability 
that the disastrous effects of climate change have spawned. The issues raised during the 
session were complex with broad political and economic implications. While there is 
general agreement on this point, it is noteworthy that very little effort has been made to 
tackle environmental problems in a holistic, effective way. Members generally agreed that 
the problem is a cognate of the wider issues raised by effective management, responsible 
individual and government behavior, suggesting the attention attracted by world leaders 
is now needed for Lebanon.

BOARDROOM On the New Green Revolution: Diamonds are not Forever, Our Nature Is!
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This workshop examined the future of the banking industry, and how to secure 
a  prosperous future for the society of LEBANON 2020, living and working in a 

 de-leveraged nation. To do so, members examined the performance and lessons learnt 
from Lebanon’s postwar(s) banking industry. Discussions centered on how the initial  efforts 
to stabilize the economy in the aftermath of the civil war were led by Lebanon‘s  central 
government. The government had the difficult task in restoring consumer  confidence and 
at the same time encouraging foreign investment in the once prospering Lebanon.  Several 
improvements were made initially with growth catching up in the mid 1990s, coupled with 
an episode of slow growth that’s natural to the catch-up effect, with marked  improvement 
in the infrastructure that helped Lebanon regain its hold in its monetary and fiscal policy. 
Prudent monetary policy in the 1990s helped reduce inflation and revert the problem of 
banking insolvency that plagued Lebanon from 1988 to 1990.

The conference pointed out that the growth of government spending, followed by slow 
 economic growth and coupled with lack of foreign investment has proved to be a thorn 
in the eyes of both the government and the private sector. Most members agreed,  sharing 
their own perspectives supported by market forecast of Lebanon’s slowly expanding 
 economy, an increased national debt of more than 50 billion US dollars, addressing 
alternatives for attracting foreign customers to Lebanon’s banks and the means for policy 
makers to help overcome a lack of foreign investment. Members debated that the fiscal 
policy must balance the problem of borrowing from foreign banks. The problems of 
divergence marked with excessive borrowing of both the government and private firms 
forced Lebanon to direct almost 90 percent of its budgetary revenue to paying high 
 interest rates. “This form of irresponsible fiscal policy must be stopped” was the message 
of this session.

President of the Society of Financial Services, moderator Leong Sze Hian explained the 
 legally sound and transparent Singaporean model, attempting to draw a  comparative 
analysis between Singapore and Lebanon. “What makes the Singaporean model unique is 
that it moved away from the neo-classical, laissez faire economic and  political  philosophy 
of no government intervention.” In his views, Singapore adopted a  structuralized  approach 
to economic development, i.e., extensive government intervention in the  reconstruction 
efforts. Ironically, some members argued, the Lebanese government in the wake of the 
aftermath of the civil war, adopted that similar economic development thinking, and those 
efforts have proven semi-successful.

Sze Hian highlighted another unique dimension of the Singaporean model – unique 
as it relies on its geographic location. Our research indicates that empirical  evidence 
 suggests that geographic and economic developments are correlated with one  another. 
In  other words, location and climate have an impact on economic  development. 
States with access to oceans and rivers that lead to ocean routes have an easier 
time  developing and  establishing prudent fiscal and monetary policies. Such regions 
 experience less  transportation costs on export and import trade. Singapore is a service 
and  knowledge-based economy whereas Lebanon has a healthy banking, tourism, and 
agricultural economy.

“Lebanon’s debt
to GDP is not 
in itself a problem, 
as long as 
the economy 
is able to grow faster, 
relative to other 
nations.”

Leong Sze Hian

W O R K S H O P
i N T E R a C T I V E ON FINANCE: 

DEBUNKING BANKING, DE-LEVERAGING THE NATION
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As a result of its service-oriented economy, largely based on affordable export and 
 imports costs, coupled with its open location to the sea, Singapore has adopted a  reactive 
monetary policy where government authorities monitor inflation and output volatility. 
Large deviations in these two factors are avoided though prudent monetary policy, which 
is consistent with medium term-oriented monetary policy. Members argued for a similar 
approach to monetary policy as it pertains to Lebanon, but with contextual and structural 
differences that account for Lebanon’s geography and nature of its economy and its 
population density.

The Asian nation has account secrecy protection, changed trust laws, and is  allowing 
 foreigners who meet minimum wealth requirements to purchase land and become 
 residents. In addition to allowing people, who want to start small businesses in the  country, 
taking 48 hours for their documentation, to be approved. Members called upon the 
new government to learn from other nations to streamline the entrepreneurial  platform, 
 speeding up the cycle time for starting up a business, and reducing the interest rate for 
bank loans.

Sze Hian shared another dimension of Singapore’s success: the government  encourages 
all neighbors inside and outside of the country, religious and cultural minorities, to  become 
active players in the economy by obtaining affordable loan rates, while  compensating 
ministers and CEOs based on their performance in the public sector alone and not by 
merit, rank or affiliation; unlike Lebanon which does not have strict censorship of its 
 financial institutions’ leaders.

However, some members shared an interesting point of view: discreet banking services 
could actually be Lebanon’s forte in attempts to sway decision for outsiders to draw 
then keep their money in the country. The attention gravitated towards Switzerland, a 
 politically neutral country, which has had private accounts flood banks for years. “People 
keep their money in Switzerland for that reason,” he said.

Other members disagreed with this point of view, linking economic development, the 
 resiliency of the banking sector, and Lebanon’s ability to attract international  investors – to 
national security, a basic necessity for foreign direct investment, international  remittances, 
safety and survival. Some members countered viewpoint to a certain extent, but  added 
that the only way to secure the public, international investors and their wealth is to 
 conduct business with, not just allies, but neighbors who are considered former and 
 current  enemies, as a remedial measure for the vulnerable sections of the  population  living 
closer to the borders to consider. Focusing only on security issues and the  militarization 
of  international relations can cause more harmful dangers. Such members argued for 
a more comprehensive approach to security: by assessing trade-offs between goods 
and guns. One of the attending leading executives summarized this point stating that, 
“people will not bomb their own money.”

W O R K S H O P
i N T E R a C T I V E ON FINANCE: 

DEBUNKING BANKING, DE-LEVERAGING THE NATION
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Some members focused on the removal of trade barriers to transform Lebanon’s former 
image of a defensive, resistant nation, into one that will make amends and is willing to 
move forward; this change in perception could help boost the GDP which will make the 
current debt a non-issue. In this respect, Sze Hian said that strengthening the capacities 
of investment-promotion agencies to disseminate information, and to provide services to 
 investors and encourage co-operation among these agencies at regional and  international 
levels would also do something for the country’s image, making it clear that “perception 
is everything.” The problem of debt, members agreed, can be solved if Lebanon finds a 
way to allow its economy to expand while cooperating with other nations and simplifying 
the procedure for the establishment of new companies. These actions would all prove far 
more beneficial than selling any ounce of the 286.8 tons of the country’s gold reserves.

However, devising and implementing sound national governance structures had been 
stated to be a must prerequisite to the sustainable expansion of the national  economy, in 
order to improve confidence levels for national and multinational investors alike. That’s 
why some members highlighted that the new government should take more effective 
performance-based measures to combat corruption and improve transparency. In this 
regard, all agreed that a multifaceted approach will be essential, along with active 
 government legislation to protect and support cooperatives, which would aim at creating 
a more responsible banking sector.

Contributors to this fascinating workshop agreed that the current economic crisis 
should be used to draw lessons on the importance of responsibility and regulations. 
Business  requires better judgment, and an improved focus on strategies that stimulate 
 stakeholders’  confidence. Members recognized that LEBANON 2020 would only be 
 globally  competitive as long as its business leadership can continue to grow, innovate 
and contribute to the national agenda.

Considering the success of nations like Switzerland and Singapore, the conclusion may 
be drawn that an optimally leveraged LEBANON 2020 is a robust one that has the 
power to lift peoples’ spirits, drawing them together, keeping Lebanon’s educated youth 
employed, and attracting the Lebanese Diaspora and multinational investors to contribute 
to the development of a prosperous and open nation through remittances, investment, 
and innovation.

W O R K S H O P
i N T E R a C T I V E ON FINANCE: 

DEBUNKING BANKING, DE-LEVERAGING THE NATION
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TRANSFORMING GOLD RESERVES INTO CREATIVE RESERVES, EH?
ON THE CREATIVE

E C O N O M Y :

The past few decades have brought significant challenges for Lebanon, but have also 
created new, important opportunities. The aim of the Creative Economy  Innovation 

Theatre was to help illuminate the scope of creative industries and services that will  allocate 
more effective and efficient use of the Lebanese creative talent reserves: its  youthful mix, 
coupled with Lebanon’s physical location by enlisting the support,  involvement, and 
 structural re-engineering of the new government, the private sector, and civil society. 
This of course, is inspired by the emerging commitment of many developed nations to 
leverage the creative assets of developing nations. Developing new kind of talent and 
new economic venues are central to Lebanon’s development and survival in the global 
economy. These efforts have clear implications for Lebanon’s immediate future. Lebanon 
must quickly close the gap between the traditional economic policies and move into the 
age of new thinking on creative economy. Such relocation of efforts will indubitably 
 create new creative sectors that will drive openness, creativity, and sustainable prosperity 
of LEBANON 2020.

This was the overarching message addressed by moderator Sam Hamdan, Chairman & 
Chief Strategist of GLT and the Co-Founder of LEBANON 2020, to the members, who 
helped him craft the vision for better creative cities, better LEBANON 2020, and better 
life. The members consisted of a diverse group of leaders and icons including, Former 

President of Ecuador and professor at Harvard University, Jamil Mahuad;  Founder 
and President of the Biopolitics International Organization, Agni Vlavianos-Arvanitis; 
 Mountaineer and Corporate Ambassador to Banque Audi, Maxime Chaya; Rwanda’s 
President of the Senate, Vincent Biruta; Director of Karina Sukar Interior Architecture & 
Design Interior, Karina Sukar; Chair of Omagine, Frank Drohan; Imam Sadr  Foundation 
Head of Research and Assessment, Bassam Mohamad; and Associate Director of  
Makeka Design Lab, Holger Deppe.

In his introductory remarks, Hamdan said, “our creative capacity must go beyond 
 traditional thinking and approaches for talent development and into a new world of 
art, publishing, design, modern media, disruptive technologies, education, knowledge 
 tourism, and environmental leadership.” Hamdan suggested that the importance of 
 individual’s involvement in the innovation process and economic development stems from 
deeper forces of global economic integration. The changing role of the global economy in 
the past year has caused a broader shift from traditional way of thinking and doing  policy 
to a new era of economic innovation. For that reason, Hamdan argued, change should 
be welcomed and individuals with their talent and their vast creative potential play an 
important role not just in economic innovation, but in social, political, and  environmental 
innovation. These three issues are integrated and thus must be treated as one.

“If we want to win the war of sustainable prosperity, 
we must innovate in everything we do. 

Without innovation, change is just a slogan.

”
Sam Hamdan
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Acknowledging today’s issues and challenges facing Lebanon, Hamdan reinforced his 
opening address message to all members, delivered on November 18, to focus on the 
 improbable future(s) to inspire a better present, referencing other national efforts to 
undergo their individual 2020 initiatives – and the long road ahead. A summary of 
the issues included lack of trust among the different ruling parties and societal classes; 
brain drain; potential external military attacks; environmental degradation of the seas, 
mountains and the forests; obsolete education models; high national stress; the economic 
over-reliance on remittances; lack of global public relations; public corruption; legacy 
infrastructure; fiscal mess; and judicial reform.

With Lebanon’s vast potential in mind, he emphasized the need to innovate new creative 
sectors and services beyond the current competencies of Lebanon being a financial and 
tourism hub. A creative economy based on the principles of laissez-faire is an  economy 
that generates creative jobs, improves national revenue and enhances the national 
 worthiness. This form of development philosophy of the creative industries and services 
will undoubtedly position Lebanon’s cities as the regional creative economic cluster.

Drohan noted the need of a creative Lebanon, one that is open 
to learning from the  inspirational successes of other cities. He 
shared his  experience with the Omagine project in Oman, 
integrating educational and entertainment experiences.

He said, “Lebanon is most positioned to develop tourism 
 resorts that provide  entertainment with a purpose,  inspiring 
Lebanese youth and other visitors to let their  imagination 
soar, and transfer knowledge and information in a  subtle and 
 entertaining fashion.” To that end, he added,  “Lebanon could 
become the cluster for multimedia content  development for 
knowledge tourism resorts – requiring unique national skills, 
approaches and  solutions in storytelling, film, music, and 
 multimedia production.”

Deppe agreed, noting his organizational experience in South Africa in designing  holistic 
communities of living,  commerce, and tourism with provocative cultural meaning by 
 integrating urban,  architectural and industrial design with film and media. “LEBANON 
2020 can be the holistic green  design center of the Arab world – providing integrated 
creative services in art production,  sustainable designs, with cultural heritage,” he said.

“Lebanon is blessed with the creative  capacities to advance these unique ideas, so why 
not?” Sukar asked. For this to work, she stressed the need for better  creative  education 
institutions, better funding for young designers, and better mentorship programs to 
 advance their skills.

TRANSFORMING GOLD RESERVES INTO CREATIVE RESERVES, EH?
ON THE CREATIVE

E C O N O M Y :
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The resistance, however, to “transform things that are out of the resource-based economy 
box into creative industries” would not be solved by just developing the human capacity 
and other programs stated hereinbefore. It is also exemplified in the policy and funding 
decisions that are made by the developed governments and the private sector elites. 
Also, the commodity markets have been the primary source for growth in Russia and 
the Arab world. To that end, the abundance and over reliance on commodities like oil, 
Vlavianos-Arvanitis, argued “has stifled incentives to cultivate creativity in energy and 
environmental innovations.”

She added, “the development of environmental creative services in Lebanon will lead 
to dynamic cross-regional partnerships, increased service access to new developments, 
enhanced flow of knowledge, and improved quality of living for the Lebanese populace.”

“Big sports events and national achievements make global news,” said Chaya who called 
on the new government to support athletes and the development of creative institutions 
that will continue to attract global sports events – resulting in an improved creative brand 
equity for LEBANON 2020. He noted the need for the private sector to think out of the 
box and be free-spirited while partnering with achievers to inspire the co-development of 
a better generation of Lebanese athletes with the moral will to give back to the community.

Mohamad supported these arguments, yet stressed on the need to balance the priorities 
of the national agenda to focus inwards by developing the people, revamping the 
 education sector for public universities, and urging the public and private sectors to support  
national NGOs focused on elevating poverty and offering employment opportunities. “If 
we believe in creativity,” he said, “we must exploit the power of all Lebanese, by offering 
them equal access opportunities to education and employment in creative industries.”

“Every Lebanese must play his/her part in advancing Lebanon,“ Mahuad agreed. 
“I commit to visit city authorities to learn about their projects, and offer solutions to help 
improve their creative capacities and execution.” In this respect, he stressed the  importance 
of putting to work the individual creativity of every Lebanese in order to improve  Lebanon’s 
position in the world. Compassion, faith, hospitality, understanding, are virtues that set 
Lebanon apart. These virtues are enough spark to our creative forces responsible for the 
collective development of an open and prosperous LEBANON 2020.

“The lack of creativity in the public and private sector, as some of the members are 
 noting, might not be a result of bad planning or execution, but a challenging social 
climate and the growing mistrust and disconnect among the people of Lebanon.” Biruta 
argued that Lebanon must attract a new creative class. By developing a new creative 
class and by  developing a new model of 
a  participatory economy, Lebanon can 
quickly overcome the current crisis. All of 
the creative forces of the  Lebanese  society 
must play a major part in this process 
by going beyond  traditional  industries 
by mapping a new creative  economy. 
This will inspire a new  generation of 
 Lebanese innovators and entrepreneurs.

TRANSFORMING GOLD RESERVES INTO CREATIVE RESERVES, EH?
ON THE CREATIVE
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After the panelists concluded their opening visions, members joined an interactive 
 roundtable to envision the ideas, stories and aspirations for a more creative  Lebanese 
economy. The host of each roundtable wasted no time transporting the participating 
 members to 2020, enabling all to foresee the future of the Lebanese creative economy, and 
to share their ideas and aspirations, emphasizing the following, (1) The  implementation 
of an innovation stimulus fund for start-ups, (2) Empowering citizens to act as creative 
role models in a civil nation, (3) Promotion agency for medical tourism, (4) An e-learning 
curriculum on ecology for old and young, (5) An entrepreneurial culture that rewards 
learners and winners, (6) Cooperative efforts of all nationals inspired to innovate to  create 
unique value for one common nation, (7) A music academy, (8) An interactive museum, 
(9) Public/private venture capitals hedge funds, (10) Connected virtual villages, (11) A 
creative leadership institute, (12) A sports for peace program, (13) A “Diaspora” week, 
(14) Beirut as the future capital of love, and (15) Green over gray national  program.

These visions, along with other stories and commitments gathered through a series 
of interactive workshops and studios, will inspire the future initiatives for LEBANON 
2020. Members agreed that any kind of innovation must be done within the cultural,  
institutional, and national context of Lebanon.

There was a consensus on the need to compete and 
win through unique, creative  industries and services in 
this ever more demanding global arena. Winning this 
 competition is  dependent on the resilient and creative 
soul of the Lebanese individual to push the  creativity 
envelop in reinventing the communities they live in, the 
new government they vote for, and the private sector 
that services them.

TRANSFORMING GOLD RESERVES INTO CREATIVE RESERVES, EH?
ON THE CREATIVE

E C O N O M Y :
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One of the leading political scientists of our time, the former president of the  American 
 Political Science Association, currently with Harvard’s John F. Kennedy School of 

 Government, Dr. Robert Putnam, in his seminal work, “Bowling Alone,” argued that 
 education is one of the strongest predictors of political and social engagement. His 
data showed that  increases in education level improve trust in government and may 
increase personal efficacy. A strong and active civil society is an important precondition 
for  democratic and economic consolidation. This creative studio argued that a strong 
educational system in LEBANON 2020 is a precondition to active civic engagement 
and faster economic development. Additionally, the quality of state governance relates 
to the intensity of civic engagement and social connectedness. For this reason, a strong 
 educational system in LEBANON 2020, coupled with a vibrant civic society can produce 

high levels of social capital. A LEBANON 2020 with strong social capital is a State with a 
quality system of governance that could collectively lead to open partnerships, innovative 
products, memorable experiences and globally competitive services.
    
In this respect, this creative studio centered on proposing a creative education model to 
improve Lebanon’s civic engagement, system of governance, and social capital. That’s 
why the moderator of this studio, CEO of DIFC Centre of Excellence, Faten Hani made it 
clear that Lebanon’s educational system needs to be re-engineered to ensure that every 
child in Lebanon receives a quality education in a creative, clean, safe, and healthy 
 learning environment where teachers are committed and passionate about educating 
them so that they possess the skills they need to be caring, compassionate, contributing 
citizens in Lebanon and the global community.

On Future Leadership: Education Disappointment, Generation Employment!

“It is important to imbed 
creativity in the education 

system through art 
and other methods 

to enable students at a 
young age with skills and 
competencies that would 

prepare them to be 
effective future leaders 

and intellects.”

Faten Hani
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In this respect, members intensely debated, and 
principally agreed, that the elements of this 
 creative education model for LEBANON 2020 
must be inspired by the following  elements: 

1. The educational system should be financed by creative means i.e., through  property 
taxes; investment returns invested through public/private partnership funds; or other 
 creative methods as through the proceeds of national lottery.

2. Creative education should be infused across curriculum where diversity is recognized, 
accepted, respected and tolerated. In addition, arts, music, sports and civic education 
should be one of core curriculum courses for students in pre-K-12 grades so students can 
have a clear understanding and appreciation and respect for multicultural creativity in 
an open world.

3. Core democratic values are part of the civic curriculum, which include the following: (a) 
common good, (b) individuals’ rights, (c) equality, (d) justice, (e) diversity, (f)  sovereignty, 
(g) truth, and (h) patriotism. Students need to learn the constitution of Lebanon, rights and 
privileges. The judicial system and legislative branch must be included in the curriculum.

4. Entrepreneurship/business curriculum should also be part of the mandatory  curriculum 
in pre-K-12 education in Lebanon, particularly in the area of tourism, agriculture and 
creativity.

5. Technical schools should be available for high school graduates because not all 
 students can or want to pursue college to include areas such as construction, plumbing, 
and electrics.

6. Alternative paradigms of teacher education must be debated and studied and 
 improved to address the growing concern with lack of practical application,  creativity 
and  professionalism. Teacher education must be defined within the aforementioned 
 elements/facts and then implemented to account for those concerns. Teachers in Lebanon 
must have an on-going professional development so they can keep abreast of the latest 
design thinking and scientific based approaches in the effective delivery of instruction.

7. Special education is a service provided to students with various disabilities. The  services 
provided are based upon each individual student’s academic strengths and  weaknesses. 
Focusing on students with disabilities, strengths and weaknesses allows educators to 
 provide grade level expectation lessons while using differential instruction. This method 
of instruction allows all students to receive an equal and appropriate education while 
receiving any needed accommodations and modifications in the classroom. Students with 
special needs should be placed in the least restrictive environment. Placement should be 
done by a school’s educational team who will contribute towards the educational growth 
of the student. This setting requires both general and special educators working together 
to create an environment of learning with one curriculum in one setting.

In conclusion, members agreed that the educational system for LEBANON 2020 must 
 cultivate the foundation for the kind of policy it will inspire, and the kind of open 
 environment that its citizen will flourish in, seeded on the national Lebanese identity. 
Such a model could set a unique path for all forces of the Lebanese society to collaborate 
to implement a 21st century education system to produce a more tolerant generation 
that  respects the common values of all Lebanese, and celebrates their differences by 
 developing a comprehensive understanding of their capacities so they can work towards 
a more innovative LEBANON 2020.

On Future Leadership: Education Disappointment, Generation Employment!
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A lmost immediately, it was clear in this session, moderated by financial expert,  and 
Professor at Université Saint-Joseph, Sami Nader that Lebanon’s judiciary system is 

one that needs  specific and immediate actions for changes to occur for the betterment of 
the future state of  national affairs of LEBANON 2020.

Members argued that the central government has the most control, and to address this 
imbalance, which was in part encouraged by an incomplete and outdated system, efforts 
to expand capabilities would go beyond small reforms and better fiscal management; 
it would mean major restructuring of certain elements of the judiciary system.  Members 
cautioned that if the system doesn’t become more transparent and improvements in 
 governance do not happen quickly, then Lebanon risks public order.

Other members highlighted the need for stability in Lebanon, however, they emphasized 
that stability requires its people accept state authority as legitimate and trust its institutions. 
This will happen only if the central government addresses the peoples’ need for security, 
and justice, through reliable national governance and abolition of current electoral laws.

The political system of LEBANON 2020 must obliterate the bureaucratic system that exists 
across all levels of the governmental landscape. Members noted that the new  government 
could play an important role in preparing the foundation for LEBANON 2020 by 
 demonstrating actions to punish and expose criminals regardless of their social status, 
associations and family names. One suggested way is through media, which could be 
a safeguard for the public from the accused abuses of government and dynasty officials 
who might benefit the most from governmental contracts and public incentives, allowing 
the press to have more of an active role as being the eyes and ears of the public, as well 
as exposing the powerful to the same treatment as the country’s citizens.

In this regard, there was a general consensus that corruption should be publicized on 
a separate website, blog, or television station devoted to exposing fraud, deceit and all 
wrongdoing, serving as crime prevention and as a part of justice information resource 
program.

In light of media, some members suggested that more organizations should work to be 
the spokespeople, the ambassadors for citizens, intervening and volunteering more often 
to be on national talk and radio shows. Instead national/radio talk shows  broadcast pop 
stars, celebrities, and politicians who are more interested in personal PR and  campaigning 
more than they are in discussing sensitive topics that affect the public on a large scale.

W O R K S H O P
i N T E R a C T I V E ON NATIONAL GOVERNANCE: 

NO TRANSPARENCY PAIN, NO GROWTH GAIN.

“There are
no corrupt people, 
there is rather 
a system that allows 
and favors 
corruption.”

Sami Nader
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A former Lebanese Minister in attendance said, “there is no jurisdiction that looks into 
crimes; no investigation of civil tribunes, and the 1989 Taif Accord mentions, clearly, that 
judiciary is necessary for institution. There should be (a) new electoral law.”

Thorough investigations and accurate documentation of criminal activity, and all crimes, 
are essential, and the system could also benefit from judicial whistle-blowers,  objective and 
reliable officials, ombudsmen who act as anti-corruption watchdogs. Such a  mechanism 
has proved useful in other countries, such as: Turkey, Rwanda, and Singapore.

President of the Senate of Rwanda, Vincent Biruta said, this strategy is already in place 
in Rwanda, where there is no institution above the law. Anti-corruption officers serve as 
ombudsmen. They are asked to declare their assets every year, which is something that is 
not asked of Lebanese officials.

Turkish and Singaporean members agreed with Rwanda’s approach, highlighting that 
the same strategy is in place in both their respective countries. Every year, or every two 
years, in Turkey’s case, assets are audited, which also eliminates the problem of banking 
secrecy.

To address this imbalance, members recommended that the government of LEBANON 
2020 would be committed to elect (where applicable), or recruit, train, and deploy 
 qualified Lebanese. In this respect, they stressed the need for the new government to 
 establish a prototype for success, a system that elects and appoints judges on preprinted 
ballots available for viewing before elections via the internet - an option that could be 
included in the Boutros Commission, which already recommends major changes in the 
electoral system.

At the same time, members recommended that the levels of compensation and the  working 
conditions must be attractive enough for capable individuals, across all posts, to want to 
work in the public sector – inspiring them to innovate at every stage of the governance 
value chain – be it fighting bribery, to implementing regulatory reforms, and blocking the 
channels from which corruption flow.

In conclusion, one member brought forth the United Nations anti-corruption report, 
 ratified October 8, 2009, he suggested that it should serve as a model, and address 
many of the issues discussed during the session to create a transparent LEBANON 2020.

W O R K S H O P
i N T E R a C T I V E ON NATIONAL GOVERNANCE: 

NO TRANSPARENCY PAIN, NO GROWTH GAIN.
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This session dealt with the core concepts involved in realizing national happiness.

Arab philosophers and contemporary thinkers, from Al-Farabi to Gibran Khalil Gibran, 
have discussed the concept of happiness in some form or another.

At the heart of Al-Farabi political philosophy is concept of happiness, where he believed 
it can only be achieved through the perfection of virtue, preeminently by the exercise of 
reason. In his view, the virtuous nation will only occur when all constituent communities 
collaborate to achieve happiness.

Although Gibran associated joy with sorrow and giving, he also believed that happiness 
could be only be achieved when someone attains their aspirations to the heights. He 
believed that our souls are interconnected and our actions have immediate impact on 
happiness of others. True happiness rests in the virtues of love, patience, compassion and 
understanding.

These two philosophers advanced important normative ideas to a happy life.  Nevertheless 
as inclusive and as riveting their ideas were, the elusive nature of happiness and its 
consequences remain as one’s ultimate goal in life. This has many contemporary social 
scientists from different disciplines develop multiple measures and constructs to try and 
capture the elusive concept of national happiness. These quality of life indicators include 
as crime statistics, and other subjective measures of national well-being.

In this respect, assessing people’s reactions to their lives, their personal well-being, and 
their contribution to national happiness became the soul of this session. So, “what makes 
a healthy society and what constitutes good life in LEBANON 2020?” asked General 
Manager of Healthcare Management, Ali Elhaj, the moderator of this session.

On Happiness: When Healthy Nationals Meet National Happiness. 

“With the possibility
of customization of our 

future in an age of 
uncertainty, the past, 

current, and future of our 
society will be defined 

by the level of documented 
satisfaction and happiness 

assumed, exercised, 
and exposed by its 
weakest members.”

Ali Elhaj
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Before answering the question, Elhaj challenged 
members to gauge national happiness in a form 
of a feeling thermometer of those who attended the 
summit. First, the group defined happiness as how 
people feel about their lives. Some argued that 

happiness is fleeting, like all moods, making it an intangible and an impossible quest to 
pursue; it  appears in a person’s life through periodic flows of joy.

What creates lasting happiness, one  member asked, and how can people experience 
it  collectively? That is, to start first on an  individual level and then gradually build to a 
deep and  ongoing movement on a national scale so we can achieve a virtuous state for 
LEBANON 2020?

Personal experiences have a tendency to influence significant shifts in world-view. 
 LEBANON2020 was not an exception to this rule. Hamdan envisioned the  conference 
as an archetype of Lebanon; the cooperative deliberations around this issue mirrored 
 Lebanon’s unique diversity. The assumption underlying this particular debate is that 
 happiness is an elusive endeavor. As a result, some members argued that national 
 happiness is a utopia – it will never be achieved. It’s quest for a better state; and not 
a memorable product or a positive experience as a result of national policies, actions, 
 partnerships, or investments. Others disagreed, stating that national happiness is an 
 ongoing process. It is subjective in nature but with over-arching implications. Just as a 
person is born without built in mental capabilities, and acquires knowledge through life 
experiences, so does happiness follow the same path.

For this reason, the new government could act as a positive catalyst to advancing the 
social well-being of all Lebanese people, a pillar for national happiness, by providing 
them with the basic necessities and the supporting legislative, monetary and infrastructure 
foundations, for a happy life. Commenting on this aspect, some members stressed that the 
social well-being of the citizens of LEBANON 2020 must be treated as a national human 
right, allowing citizens to freely determine their own destiny in light of the opportunities 
produced by the government and the private sector, as well as the societal common values 
and indifferences.

The preceding argument underscores Elhaj’s key message that no matter how many 
 external things people have acquired – be it government or other actors – happiness is 
an internal state that can only be realized with personal satisfaction and contentment with 
what a person has, in addition to the type of interactions he/she has with other people. In 
response to these comments, Elhaj said, “the more we want, the less happiness we gain. 
Happiness is about satisfaction with what you have, and leading a balanced life.”

Acknowledging all of the above, members also debated key states to happiness – 
 including but are not limited to, the environmental, familial, professional well-being – 
which measure how well an individual is doing in fulfilling their hierarchy of personal 
needs, as well as how a country contributes to their citizen’s livelihood. The realization of 
these states are influenced by key contributing factors such as, general mental health, the 
frequency of exercising compassion and kindness towards fellow neighbors, socializing, 
an income that allows people to satisfy basic needs, adequate sleeping hours, the feeling 
of being productive, attitude, income, security, altruism, spiritual growth, physical fitness, 
and trust in governance.

On Happiness: When Healthy Nationals Meet National Happiness. 
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When members put these ideas together, piece by piece, of what constructs national 
 happiness, what makes people happy to live in their country, the responses were:  personal 
freedom of worship, assembly, and speech, safety, democracy, education, social capital, 
income, job opportunities, and good governance.

Vague at first, Elhaj asked people to elaborate, what is good governance? Transparency, 
accountability, fair/free elections, and an attentive government that work to match their 
proficiencies, formulating the type of policies that seek to shape a happier environment 
for people, offering everyone a stake on a level playing field. The primary goals of 
politicians should be philosophically aligned to a leader who represents the people and 
navigates by values instead of personal incentive.

In conclusion, the captivating responses to producing healthy nationals and  national 
 happiness in LEBANON 2020, varied considering the political, spiritual and  social 
 experiences of the summit’s members – be it being aware and in control of one’s own 
 sensations and emotions; to self-realizing full potential; to national governance; to 
 security; and to residing and working in livable and legible communities. For this reason, 
we  believe  LEBANON 2020 could realize its goals for national happiness, when the 
healthy  government and healthy nationals of LEBANON 2020 cooperate to create lasting 
value to all nationals, then the region, and the world.

On Happiness: When Healthy Nationals Meet National Happiness. 
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Prior to the civil war, Lebanon had the reputation of being one of the best touristic 
destinations in the world, and certainly in the Middle East. This session hoped to find 

ways to encourage tourism back to Lebanon to the extent that once it was, because today 
most people outside of Lebanon imagine a dangerous postwar place when they think of 
Lebanon. New marketing tools were discussed in order to create an image of a nation 
rich in culture. Hence, rethinking tourism in Lebanon became the theme.

Many Lebanese citizens, however, understand that the media induced image of an 
 unstable Lebanon is not even close to reality; they would like to see Lebanon overcome its 
image as a war torn nation. Members of this session said there is much to appreciate in 
Lebanon, from its strikingly beautiful nature to its thrilling nightlife, and that the country 
is losing out on an important area when it comes to revitalizing the economy: Tourism.

Improving tourism has important economic implications for Lebanon. Indeed, a  vibrant 
tourism sector can help economic growth, change perceptions and improve the  quality 
of life for many constituents. The new marketing communication tools would have to 
improve Lebanon’s global brand image, create unique experiences and produce 
 memorable  associations for outside visitors to the current touristic destinations deemed 
highly  desirable, East to West, North to South.

For these reasons, this interactive workshop was marked with a vibrant debate between 
those who were present. Some members supported the idea that the first step Lebanon 
should take to improve its global recognition is to create a unique brand that appeals to 
the soul, senses and minds of the Lebanese Diaspora, and other nationalities.

Moving on, members shared their own views of how other countries capitalize on their 
brand assets, and campaign to project their vast tourism potential and improve their 
long-term profitability. One member suggested that in order to make the tourism sector 
more attractive, specific tours should be organized: religious tours to Christian sites to, 
The Lady of Lebanon – Harrisa, the St. Maron-Annaya monastery tomb of St. Charbel; 
Islamic sites like Hagg Baha’ Hariri Masjid in Beirut, among others; in addition to this, 
eco-tours to Bcherri in Northern Lebanon to see Cedar Trees; food tours for tourists to 
experience a rich array of dishes that include ingredients olive oil, herbs, spices, fresh 
fruits, nuts kernels and vegetables, dairy products, cereals, fish and meat; wine tours for 
a taste of world famous wines that date back to Biblical times.

This reminded Biruta to mention “KwitaIzina,” a gorilla baby naming ceremony, which 
has been part of Rwanda’s tradition for centuries. “When Bill Gates came to Rwanda, he 
traveled to the mountains to name a baby gorilla. This was special. It’s not done anywhere 
else in the world,“ he said. “Those who come to Rwanda always ask to see the gorillas.”

Few members followed up with the idea that Lebanon’s cities could individually showcase 
their food, art, and culture, celebrating the uniqueness of each region, in the form of 
festivals.

W O R K S H O P
i N T E R a C T I V E ON TOURISM: 

65 YEARS LATER – ONCE UPON A TOURISM BRAND!

“In order for tourism to increase in Lebanon, work will be needed
to diversify the industry, and improve communication strategies, 

so that more people are aware of Lebanon’s culture, history and beauty.”

Florence Eid
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An alternate perspective was that Lebanon could also benefit from more  accommodations 
to prepare for a tourism wave in the form of hostels. Instead of building more  luxe-Arabesque 
hotels that the country is already known for, hostels would be a cheaper alternative to 
people who are on a budget and/or for students wishing to explore or backpack through 
the region. However, few members opposed this idea, stating that hostel growth could 
serve as safe havens for people they don’t want in their country.

Forwarding through the engaging debate, a senior female member politely suggested to 
the group, to play hosts for vital cultural exchange and invite tourists to experience their 
beautiful homes and traditions, in order to best show the Lebanese hospitality and spirit.

Nerveless, members agreed that the support of the hospitality sector could benefit 
small and micro-businesses through tourist oriented businesses like bed and breakfast 
 restaurants, guided tours, conference business tourism and arts and crafts souvenirs.

Churning through all of these ideas, Managing Director for MENA Passport Capital, 
workshop moderator Florence Eid, brought the attention back to idea on building brand 
equity, and building a better communication strategy for the Lebanese tourism sector. The 
decision was unanimous, in order to build the tourism capacity, a website should be first 
established, giving foreigners access to all the aspects of the beautiful country. By  building 
an inspiring presence on the net that encourages people to visit Lebanon and affirms its 
unique place as a nation that has much to offer scenically and culturally, to dispel its 
 image as a country devastated by war and dangerous or unwelcoming to foreigners.

Eid stated that packaging, and marketing the Lebanese spirit and energy through a new 
communication strategy and website would require a task force to make the  aspiration a 
reality. In response, few members have pledged to work on a tourism site, the  country’s 
first, official tourism site, which would be an interactive website along with a well 
 defined product portfolio mass targeted by way of YouTube, and Facebook, along with 
 commercials featuring famous Lebanese pop-stars, and athletes. The desired effect of 
such a website would be a way to give room to testimonies of visiting people to promote 
the image of a country and to inform the perception people could have on it.

W O R K S H O P
i N T E R a C T I V E ON TOURISM: 

65 YEARS LATER – ONCE UPON A TOURISM BRAND!
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The media workshop got off to a controversial match of opposing visions and views.  Emperor 
of Nowheristan, and Founder of Elefteriades Productions, Michel Elefteriades moderated the 

session on Media. GLT intentionally selected Elefteriades due to his background as a  political 
activist and fighter in the Lebanese resistance army during the civil war. He provided an 
 intriguing insight into the subject, stating that most, if not all,  Lebanese media outlets, are 
merely trying to promote one political cause or  another, and that there exists no system in 
order to compel  journalists to be adherent to a  national code of ethics.

Some of his inimitable perspectives ignited passionate reactions from the group on key 
 issues related to media bias, their political alliances, and reporters’  ethics. Few  members, 
however, acknowledged that the presence of such bias might be driven by political  buy-outs 
in the form of funding for the different media agencies; and the  partial, not complete, lack 
of a universal code of  ethics governing the operations of the media sector today.

For this reason, the group debated how best the government could hold  journalists 
 responsible for reporting incorrect information. Unfortunately, no solution was drawn 
without infringing on the rights of the freedom of the press, which few  wanted to hinge 
upon, in order to showcase the legal implications of false  reporting and lack of truth.

To address Elefteriades’ call for an independent news agency, the  Singaporean 
 member shared a story of an online news website which was created in  Singapore 
that leveraged the intellect and energy of  students as reporters, who contributed to 
the news content as they came across stories or issues in their daily lives that they 
 believed required  attention. Because the website was run by volunteers and the 
 content was random, there was no political bias.

W O R K S H O P
i N T E R a C T I V E ON MEDIA: 

W H A T  M E D I A  F O R  W H A T  T R U T H !

“An independent Interactive online portal followed by an independent television station should 

be introduced to relay truthful facts of what Lebanon, in actuality, undergoes every day.”

Michel Elefteriades
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Discussing the future role of the media in LEBANON 2020, the group was unanimously 
in favor of the recommendation to found a creative, competitive, and independent news 
website, but several worried that many citizens in Lebanon did not have access to the 
internet, and that print papers and television were better outlets, though much more 
 expensive.

After an intense debate, members decided that they would initially found an online 
 independent media channel, to appeal to the soul, senses and minds of to the silent 
majority of the Lebanese, and report the news based upon facts, without promoting any 
political agenda other than the inspiration and enlightenment of the Lebanese people.

Members decided that they will eventually expand the venture to different media channels 
like print, mobile and television, but because it is the least expensive, the Internet would 
suffice for now. The group agreed that they might initially rely on the volunteer work of 
students and other everyday citizens and that all the information that was reported would 
go through a series of fact checks and balances to ensure its credibility, reliability and 
transparency.

Members also agreed that the key to creating and sustaining a successful media portal is 
to put faith in creative ideas, and creative capacities. Members noted that the portal must 
be the conscience of future generation of leaders, inspiring all citizens to engage, while 
educating them on the most pressing issues facing LEBANON 2020 – be it  economic 
growth, regional power shifts, national governance, election, education, creativity, 
 national debt and many more.

On the same subject, members concluded that the new multi-channel media outlet, 
must be designed to become the sustainable link with the Lebanese Diaspora, investors, 
and advertisers. It would be the one and only independent source of truth, creativity 
and knowledge for all people who wish to visit, live, and invest in the tourism sector of 
 LEBANON 2020.

W O R K S H O P
i N T E R a C T I V E ON MEDIA: 

W H A T  M E D I A  F O R  W H A T  T R U T H !
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This creative studio is designed on the premise that LEBANON 2020 will feature several 
livable communities that adopt an innovative model of sustainable green towns. These 

kind of towns are achieved by “greening the gray,” which is masterminded by renowned 
architect Emilio Ambasz, who received The Most Innovative People Award for Natural 
Architecture at the GLT 2009 Future Capitals World Summit in Abu Dhabi.

In this respect, President of The Green Party, moderator Philippe Skaff opened the 
 session by briefly summarizing his party’s memorandum and pledged to influence the 
new  government’s policy agenda, the formulation and implementation of environmental 
 policies.

Skaff shared his views that Lebanon’s cities are looking like a pile of concrete blocks 
with their unruly urban sprawl and architecture. Commenting on the subject, members, 
agreed, attributing urban sprawl to factors such as economic growth, wars, population 
density and the outdated transportation infrastructure.

Discussing the local danger of urban sprawls, members cautioned from increasing 
 pollution, vis-à-vis vehicle traffic, increased water use, paint spills, and increased energy 
consumption. However, few advised that urban sprawl may be, at this point,  unavoidable, 
however introducing the green element in building and architectural design could create 
fewer threats and can be an excellent aesthetic choice. By greening a source of microbial 
infestations, slums, the vegetation will absorb pollutants, machines and clean-up crews 
were not able to extract.

Other recommendations included, vertical landscaping, greening building facades, an 
increased number of roof gardens, public open spaces in order to combat air pollution, 
and attenuating noise, but also serve as restorative and therapeutic retreats.

While eliminating or reducing the urban sprawl could be achieved by “greening the gray”, 
in many of the metropolitan areas across Lebanon, there is a growing  consensus among 
many environmentalists and urban planning icons that the best way to  encourage the 
development of livable communities, and empower sustainability is through  profitability.

On Greening Gray: Livable Communities, Soulful Capital.

“Design is the spiritual 
expression of our creativity. 

We must improve 
our wonder to imagine, 

and the love to transform 
such imaginations into 

new poetic forms of 
sustainable design 

to awaken the green and 
blue soul of Lebanon.”

Karina Sukar
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Indeed, making sustainability profitable would 
also further the path of green careers. This was 
one of the key messages stressed by both  members 
who attended this studio, and the New Green 
revolution workshop. Many members remarked, 

however, that while the private sector should focus on sustainability, the new government 
also has an important role to play in ensuring sustainable livable communities.

In particular, few noted that the government should modify its taxation systems to  measure 
which sustainable practices get rewarded. Members agreed that LEBANON 2020 is 
a nation where green laws/regulations, and an environmental policy that will work 
to  reinforce these laws are present, and make environmental issues the centerpiece of 
 economic and social agenda for the next political and election campaigns.

For instance, members shared their concerns with incomplete buildings due to unlawful 
 constructions or financial troubles, and the illegally run  quarries, which have caused 
 destruction to Lebanon’s  mountains, and landscape. They challenged the new  government 
to gradually shut those quarries down one-by-one; due to their adverse impact on 
 producing dust, noise, and fumes, and destroying historical sites, causing  erosion, and 
cutting into water tables.

Even though the theme was not thoroughly discussed at the session due to timing  
constrains, we also view that the old and new communities of LEBANON 2020 could 
be more sustainable through Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) and 
broadband infrastructure deployments. These solutions can contribute to decreasing 
CO2 emissions in small to large metropolitan areas across Lebanon. We believe the next 
 generation of connected urban design policies will see cities and urban planning in more 
integrated ways, using broadband to sense, monitor, and aggregate a wide range of 
data on the flow of people, goods, and services.

On a related subject, we argue that the future society in LEBANON 2020 must also 
 consume natural resources more efficiently, and employ new forms of energy, and 
 implement a system that provides integrated transport information for pedestrians on 
street signs, in car parks, on bus stops and through printed maps to promote walking 
as a viable alternative to many journeys for which people currently use cars and buses.

Bottom line, there is undeniably much work to do on “greening the gray” members 
 concluded. However, they were optimistic that the future communities of LEBANON 
2020 will be greener, cleaner, easier to walk around, friendlier, safer and better for 
the  environment if few of the measures recommended throughout this studio are further 
 explored by the new government.

On Greening Gray: Livable Communities, Soulful Capital.
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Lebanon seems to be at a crossroad when it comes to the idea of women leadership. 
While on one side women enjoy constitutional equality in the current political system, 

they suffer from a traditional patriarchal culture. Because of the contradicting ideologies 
at play, the question becomes how does the country move forward for a better LEBANON 
in 2020?

During this interactive workshop, members attempted to find some solutions that 
would  enable women to be more active participants in society. Encouraging that their 
 participation would, ideally, create an environment where women’s unique insights and 
leadership contribute to the healing, stabilization, development and competitiveness of 
Lebanon.

The session was led by Ivonne Abdelbaki, Former Ambassador of Ecuador for the US and 
Former Minister of Trade of Ecuador; and challenged by Fadila Fattal, Founder of Fadila 
Fattal Cultural Salon. Given her vast experience in public policy, Abdelbaki noted that in 
order to achieve such an endpoint, Lebanon must first reexamine some of the laws that 
are currently in place that violate the basic human rights of women.

The first law was that of rape. The current law states that if a woman is raped, then the 
law could not prosecute the rapist, as long as he marries his victim.

A second law that came under scrutiny was that of nationality. As an example, if a 
 Lebanese woman marries a non-Lebanese, he would neither be granted the citizenship, 
nor can she pass her citizenship rights to her children. The members argued that many of 
these laws must be reformed to achieve equality across all parts of the Lebanese society.

On a related subject, members agreed that the new government must craft and  implement 
new laws that, allow women to run for municipality elections in their own  pre-marital 
districts, the ones in which they were raised; and allocate a percentage of jobs for 
 “qualified” women – quota – to ensure equitable representation across all levels of the 
national government. Parallel to the progress that must be made governmentally, the 
 private sector must also permit women to assume higher executive posts, and serve on 
key leadership boards.

The misconception that a woman can either be a mother or a professional woman must be 
eliminated and replaced with the policies and actions that one can be both.  Additionally, 
girls must be inspired to grow up with the inspiration, the freedom and the  empowerment 
to become what they aspire to be, and not be boxed in a certain role. Pioneering  Lebanese 
women are helping reinforce this vision for women in LEBANON 2020.

Florence Eid, Karina Sukar, Hala Frem, May El Khalil, Ivonne Abdelbaki, Fadila Fattal, 
Shereen Abdulla, Nawal Fakhri, Faten Hani, Annette Khoury, Nada Le Cavelier, Layla 
Bissat, Reem Shaaban, Cherine Magrabi, Regina Kantara, and many other women’s 
decision to join and lead their respective organizations, and innovate in their respective 
fields serve a role model to other women. It is their work and others like them that has 
contributed to a change in paradigm.

W O R K S H O P
i N T E R a C T I V E MEMO TO THE MOST POWERFUL MEN: 

WOMEN SHAPING 2020, REALLY?

“Women not only
raise women, 

they also raise men, 
hence it is in both 
genders’ interest 

to empower 
women.”

Fadila Fattal
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Other ideas included the national rollout of a Father’s Sensitivity Boot Camp to educate 
fathers on the needs of their children and encourage them to be more nurturing. As an 
example, families must not impose their expectations upon their daughters. Members 
advocated the declaration of the “Women Day” to honor women and celebrate their 
contributions to society.

In this respect, Fattal stressed the need for Lebanese men and women to inspire,  empower 
and nurture all women for the ways in which they differ from men, and see those 
 differences as national assets, for they could become the catalyst for hope and harmony 
among all parts and levels of the Lebanese society. To address her challenging viewpoint, 
members suggested to establish a Women’s Leadership Institute for both men and women 
where both would be encouraged to equally participate in learning, and explore how 
to collaboratively contribute their unique perspectives towards an open, prosperous and 
creative LEBANON 2020.

Members agreed that women be allowed to take risks, to create sustainable  opportunities, 
and to have the confidence to challenge their environment, their family and other national 
constrains with creativity, innovation, and strong identity. This will inspire and  encourage 
women to explore new fields across the economic, social, policy or environmental 
 landscape – and innovate for the continued competitiveness of LEBANON 2020.

In conclusion, this interactive workshop acknowledged that while Lebanon is one of the 
most forward thinking nations in the Middle East in terms of women’s rights, there are 
still many things that LEBANON 2020 must provide - an equitable framework across the 
economic, social, environmental and political landscape - to utilize the full potential of 
women towards the creation of a creative, open, prosperous society.

W O R K S H O P
i N T E R a C T I V E MEMO TO THE MOST POWERFUL MEN: 

WOMEN SHAPING 2020, REALLY?
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T he closing group discussion focused on crafting 2020 visions to build the  creativity, 
economic power and the entrepreneurial influence of Lebanon on a national, 
 regional and global scale.

The plenary talks were moderated by President of the Tripoli Youth Forum, Baria Daye, a 
passionate youth activist. In her opening remarks, she expressed a vision for  LEBANON 
2020, empowered by the talent of hundreds of thousands of its youth. “Please use 
your power to empower our youth with the opportunity that most of you might have 
seized at one point in time in your life to contribute to the development of the Lebanese 
r enaissance,” she said.

On this subject, financial expert and Professor at Université Saint-Joseph, Sami Nader 
shared his perspective on the rise and sudden fall of the Arab renaissance, and the 
 intrinsic effect of the renaissance on the Lebanese people. He attributed the failure of the 
Arab renaissance to two primary factors, (a) failure to build democratic states, and (b) the 
failure to win the wars on Israel. “We failed on delivering on the rightful hopes of millions 
of Arabs and their aspirations for better life,” he said.

In this respect, the common public trusted the republic to deliver on many civil functions 
that affect their quality of life, which include medicine, education, electricity, oil, and 
infrastructure. The populace trusted their leaders, without completely understanding the 
foundations and values of freedom, liberty, development, leadership and innovation. He 
argued that the private sector must play a greater role to awaken the Lebanese, and the 
Arab renaissance.

“We can no longer afford to wait,” he said. While we have given the public sector so 
many opportunities to build the States we aspire for, it appears that religious radicalisms 
are filling the void, where the States are failing. The Arab world is becoming prisoners 
of religion and oil. He continued, “we want religion at the service of human beings, not 
the other way around.” Nader concluded by hoping all Lebanese to be sincere and smart 
at appreciating our common values and respecting our differences to protect the most 
important asset of the Lebanese fabric – our unity.

To this end, Former President of Ecuador and Professor at Harvard University, Jamil 
 Mahuad expressed his commitment to establishing the “Abraham Path” in Lebanon, and 
called upon all members to walk the path, explore their inner peace, and act on their 
 self-commitment to get the economic, social and environmental wellbeing of the nation 
back on the competitiveness track.

He said that compassion, understanding, and interconnection would help Lebanon 
 confront the challenges that lie ahead. In this respect, he argued that each member of the 
society could ameliorate the economic, social and environmental challenges of Lebanon 
with the unselfish action, and learn from the core values of Abraham.

THE MEMBER’S R      ULETTE: BUSINESS UNUSUAL
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Drawing upon the enlightenment of Abraham, Mahuad stressed the role of the  individual’s 
conduct, hospitality, negotiation, collaboration, and faith in creating a better future for 
Lebanon. “It is much better to say what is my contribution to future solutions, rather than 
casting the blame on others. Maybe we need,” he said, “to believe in an ‘I am sorry day,’ 
to bring people together.”

Building on these remarks, Chairman of 7-Up Bottling Co. PLC in Lagos, Faysal El Khalil 
noted the necessity for Lebanese people to uncover unique ideas and share innovative 
solutions that can be adopted by entrepreneurs to get Lebanon out of public debt.

Discussing quick wins, El Khalil stated that the new government must look into ways 
to improve tourism facilities, infrastructure, communication solutions, and leverage the 
 modernized offshore laws to attract multinationals by granting them political stability, 
support and incentives.

Referencing the need to address today’s challenges with structural and operational 
 innovation, he noted that the Ministry of Electricity loses approximately $1 billion a month 
due to their inefficiencies, corruption, and low volume of paid customers. To reduce the 
size of the public debt, he said, “we must grow the economy, by delving deeper into the 
things that don’t work, fix them, and identify new opportunities that will help the nation 
improve its cash flow and balance sheet.”

“There is no reason why Beirut cannot become a major financial center, as long as 
Lebanon sustains its political stability, and implements better promotional campaigns to 
communicate our capacities,” he said. El Khalil stressed that the private sector can take 
the leadership in crafting a competitive economic path across many parts of our society 
to create value-added industries and services that will empower Lebanon to stack up its 
cash reserves, and use it to grow the economy. In order to do so, Lebanon must leverage 
today’s economic crisis as a golden opportunity to deep dive into the key capacities that 
will deliver a competitive advantage for the nation, leverage our talent, and improve our 
innovation capital.

In this context, Principle of Mechanical Engineering at Methode Electronics Middle East 
and Professor at Lebanese University, Ayman Youssef took on the most pressing challenge 
of exploring the innovation capital of LEBANON 2020. He transported himself, and the 
members of the closing plenary into 2020. He envisioned a nation engaged in open 
 innovation networks with India and China. A Lebanon whose innovators created a mobile 
device that carries the national identity – “CedarBerry.” “Why not?” he challenged his 
2020 team at his futuristic work environment, being the Director of the Open Scientific 
Collaboration.

At the personal level, he envisioned that the common values of the Lebanese family  remain 
intact – the love for their children, and the loyalty to the national identity will grow closer 
as disruptive technologies develop faster. Nevertheless, Youssef masterfully tackled the 
integration of society and technology like never before in our society to give a glimpse of 
the road ahead.

THE MEMBER’S R      ULETTE: BUSINESS UNUSUAL
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Youssef envisioned Lebanese using their personal energy as a new form of renewable 
energy. “I really enjoyed using my bike this morning, by leveraging the calories burnt as 
a way to charge my mobile devise,” noting his experience in 2018. He complimented 
the Central Bank’s efforts in 2015 to roll out a green and energy fund that will reward 
entrepreneurs for their inventive solutions to implement new forms of sustainable forms 
of renewable energy and sustainable solutions. Their contribution to the development 
of the Creative Economy of LEBANON 2020 was also highlighted through a national 
carbon credits program: an advanced nano-manufacturing facility for tools;  integrated 
 dashboards for hydrogen cars; and an “always-on” ubiquitous system to monitor 
 communicate and manage the city’s infrastructure.

He concluded his remarks by pleading to the new government and all members to act 
upon the people’s hopes for true national reconciliation, sustained resiliency, creativity 
and collective sense of responsibilities for our family and our adored nation.

Michel Elefteriades, Emperor of Nowherestan and Founder of Elefteriades Productions, 
made a suggestion, he said, “art can inspire us in unique ways to grow our resiliency and 
achieve true  national  reconciliation.” Adding that artists are capable of employing their 
sensitivity,  consciousness and  creativity to transform the populace’s frustration of national 
ineptness, wars and  division into  creative forms that will unveil the manipulating forces of 
division, of  corruption, of hatred, and of disloyalty to Lebanon.

While applauding the path of Mahuad and the visions of Nader, El Khalil and Youssef, 
Elefteriades argued that true national reconciliation could be achieved, if only those 
 manipulating forces are held accountable and punished. “Only then, he said, “we can 
start moving our society forward, to tap into the creative forces of all the Lebanese people 
to create an open, creative and prosperous 2020.”

The infusion of color, design, and creativity in the arts would spark a community of 
 passion. Artists can play an important role in this process of national reconciliation. Art 
can act as an important incentive to Lebanon during this time of concern. Art is the best 
medicine when dealing with the past and this is especially true for societies emerging 
from devastating civil wars. A new commission could be established to deal specifically 
with issues of Art and national reconciliation. This commission would make national 
 healing its main priority, thereby ameliorating the effects of war on human condition. 
Lebanese people are resilient but holding them hostage to the past does not benefit our 
efforts to expedite our development. “That does not mean we are brainless, but  fearless,” 
he stated. He concluded with a laugh, “life is a joke, so let’s laugh together, but act 
 together for a better 2020.”

The speakers of the Member’s Roulette expressed their visions for 2020, communicating 
their unique perspectives to their fellow associates. They explored key issues  affecting 
Lebanon’s economic changes that have made the government and the private  industry 
seem too lethargic to discussing practical issues of new forms of political and  economic 
organization, which would induce creative growth, including the demands to improve 
arts and tourism. The group studied issues of transforming Beirut into a financial hub; 
 placing a greater focus on information communication technology; collaborating 
with global  clusters of innovation; respecting the national identity and heritage; and 
 leveraging  Lebanese talent through new areas such as fashion design, architecture, 
 media  production, and new energy.

Because of what the Lebanese people have done to embrace their traditions, and  customs 
in parallel with pursuing economic development, the responses to all the  engaging 
 questions for the speakers clearly showed that the situations Lebanon is faced with are 
not impossible ones – nothing some of the world’s greatest achievers, many of who 
are  Lebanese, cannot accomplish. Equally signaling the need for vigilance so that the 
 country’s recent achievements are not eroded and that the dark elements of lethargy are 
not given oxygen to grow.

THE MEMBER’S R      ULETTE: BUSINESS UNUSUAL
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GLT delivers innovation advisory services; 
 produces global experiences; and facilitates 

the development of future cities. 
GLT has crafted and produced some of the world’s 

most innovative summits, expositions, and fairs.


